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A STATISTICAL APPROACH TO SPEECH ANALYSIS 
BY WAVE FORM 

PHILIPP CHRISTOV* 

Let us take as model for the speech source a linear dynamic system characterized 
by a memory function which, driven by a forcing function, gives the speech signal 
at its output.1 The forcing function is a quasiperiodic train of laryngeal excitations 
which follow one after another, by t > 0, in intervals equal to the pitch period2 and 
have so short a duration that at the end of each pitch period equal zero.3 As the me- 
mory function seems to have such characteristics that at the end of each pitch 
period the response of each single glottal pulse also equals zero,‘ the latter can be 
expressed with the ‘identical’ functions5 or elementary waves 

a; (r a ) _ „('na-„) if tIc—Tol: g t < t„ 

љ ' k _ 0 otherwise (1) 

where a is an aggregate of waveform parameters, Tok is the value of the pitch ‘period’ 
in the kth elementary wave and k is chosen arbitrarily. 

From the speculation about the nature of the speech signal, made above, it follows 
that each single elementary wave contains no periodic components and is statistically 
independent. Hence each vocal segment of the speech signal, defined as a phone‘ 
(Fig. 1), can be regarded as a non-stationary random function X(r; a)" or random 
speech wave presented by the set of its trials 

x1(t; a.), xz(r; az), w3(1:;a3) a:;‚(t; ak), x,.(rzak) (2) 
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° Miller, R. L., “Nature of the Vocal Cord Wave”, JASA, 31, 667—677 (1959). 
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95—103 (1940), p. 103. 
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which occur in the fixed interval (To, To + To), where To = Cte ; Tok and whereask is 

chosen arbitrarily, it may be chosen in an orderly manner as well. 

| l_ | I l 

ig :btlšlšelasgeedhoscillogram of the vowel [a] as m [ddp]. Speaker A. M. The oscillogram is 
y p otographical enlargement of bilateral motion picture sound recording. 

hLet usftîke samples x,;(tm; ak) Е mm of the k"! elementary wave in its successive 

ž; 1"as—e310 evelopment trim = 0, 1,2: 3, n) (k)] at constant sampling intervals 
_ „. — t"… = 1/2“ „ ,  where W „ IS the signal band width, which are sufficiently 

long to ensure the inde pendence of the sam les.8 Then each l ' ' 
presented with the set of samples Р е ementary “ave ls 

. 

(Er-(T, ak) =_= wku, wm, тн, mks, wkm, - . . mmm,. - - $k» (3) 

wherethe samples mka in the points of zero—crossing and the samples with numbers of 

sampling between n(k) = Tok/AT and n == T.,/Ar (See Eq. 1) equals zero. 
If the sections of the random s . 

peech wave X 1; а th fi _ 

ment rm are grouped to form ensembles ( )ln е xed phases of develop 

X(rm; a) = x…,æzmwm, . . . k ,  wm (4) 

then the e ' bl - _ 
ables ха,]??? es or random variables X (t… , a) form the system of random vari- 

X*('r; a) E [X(rl; a), X(tz; a), X(t3; a), . .  . X('r‚„; a), . . . ХП”; а)] (5) 

' Lee, Y. W., “Statistical Theo ' ' ry of Commum t ” ' ' ' Inc., New York, London, sydney (1943), p. 27s.“ lon , Fourth printing, John Willey & Sons, 
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Let us assume that the storage rule for the information about the system of random 

variables Х*(т; а) is given by the rectangular matrix 1 

z :  llwml1'(k = 1,2,3,4, h)(m= 1,2,3,4, rn(k), n) (6) 

Then we can consider as a portrayal of the system of random variables the discrete 

vector field created in the measurement space as a result of the storage operation, i.e., 

as a discrete vector variable X* = f1(Q), where the operator, f 1 designates that X* 

takes its values in the points Q of the measurement space, according to the rules- 

given by the matrix x. ' 

Assuming a measurement space determined by amplitude, phase and time, Q(x, 

т, t), we can decompose the vector variable 1* in the components belonging to the-. 

subspaces of the measurement space (Fig. 2): 

~ X 
X .. 

k m -  

Fig. 2. The discrete vector variable x* =f1(Q) and its components in the point (“"”-"“” t“) Of the- 
measurement Space, determined by amplitude x, phase " and time t (6 = Cte is scale reduction. 

coefficient). 

l. Unidimens-ional Substances. X* = X'; + X? + XÎ where Х; = ——k1;2 Хѓ'= 

=—A m:? and X:“ = —óTo„x? and where 6 = C'te is scale reduction coefficient which 

takes values between zero and unity, 0 < ô g 1. The unidimensional components 

form sets of measurements which generates the statistical parameters (mean, vari- ;- 

ance, etc.) of the distributions of amplitude and pitch ‘period’, and the duration of 

the speech sound. The space filling properties of the portrayal X* are given by the- 

_ mixed product Vx. = X; . (X': >< X:”). The unit vector x0 = X"‘l ] Х* l Of X* gives- 
its directional properties. — 

2. Two Dimensional Subsptwes. X* = X;, + X,”; + XL, which generate a set.-. 

Of subPortrayals: the plot a';„(t) of mean peak amplitude (až, = ap-,/2) vs time or mean. 
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amplitude envelope, the plot T0“) of pitch ‘period’ vs time and the. family of wave- 

forms of the trials of the random function. 

It is known,9 that if we let the total number of samplings per speech sound tend to 

discontinuity then the system of random variables (Eq. 5), presented by the pattern 

X*, becomes equivalent to the random speech wave X (T, a). Hence any visual repre- 

sentation of speech based on this principle”,11 should be considered as reliable (Fk 3). 

. X 

I 

\ 
~ 82 , 

__X 
8? 

Fig. 3. Waveform (WF) Portrayal of the vowel [d] as in [drip] build from the high speed oscillo- 

gram shown in Fig. 1. Total number of elementary waves, h = 11. Recorder scale [860. 104]. 

Duration 82.10-3 sec (6 = 0,032). 

The pitch ‘period’ normalized portrayal B“ of the random function generates its 

mean, variance, correlation function and power spectra. Assuming that each trial 

my“; 3") exists between two successive positive-going zero-crossings, the portrayal 

B“ can be obtained after prearranging of the time-domain samples k in a. new 

phase-angle basis according {so the rule given by the matrix B 

B =||Bkm|| ( k : 1 , 2 , 3 . . . h ) ( M = 1 , 2 , 3 . . . N )  

where Bkm = H 93km . . . mflm'fih—l) H 

and where :1; 29;; m i n(k)/27z is an entire digit. 

But we may choose another way for analysis of the waveform portrayal by 

which no pitch normalization is needed; we can use parameters for direct evalu- 

ation of the successive waveforms like the crest factor 0 and the form factor F. 

These parameters, together with the slope of the pulse from S = Peak/Rise time, 

9) Hyrauen, B. C., ,,Teop1m cnyuai’mmx (bymmnn“, (DusMa'rrna, Momma (1960), p. 204. 

1° Christov, P., “New Methods for Investigation of Speech Sounds”, Technika, 11 215—218 

(1962) (In Bulgarian). 

1' Griitzmacher, M., “Demonstration eines Tonhéhenschreibers”, Phonetioa, 13, 3—17 (1965). 
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can be applyied also in regard to the mean envelope @(t) and to the plots of 

the another waveform parameters '03 time: T003), C(t), F(t), etc. 

Some preliminary results of the application of the methods described in this paper 

to the practical problems of speech analysis can be considered as encouraging. Five 

stressed Bulgarian vowels, uttered by speaker A. M., in nonsense syllables, was sub- 

jected to speech analysis by the waveform. Sampling with A1: = 0,0001 sec was 

W [51‘ ‘ F593 50 

' [5‘10‘1’1’152 3.30 ‘ b 

[ 1" it": 2:91. g 

[u] ~15:2;35 A“ 

:21" grim? f" , 

Fig. 4. WF Portrayals of five vowels uttered by speaker A. M., in the syllables: [dik], [pin], 

[U51]. [ddp] and [tén] (Phonetic designations according to I.P.A.). Recorder scale [860. 10‘3]. 

acomplished manually from their Waveform (WF) Portrayals shown in Fig. 4. The 

mean product-factor of the waveform 7’ = 73' . 7', presented in the right—hand side 
of Fig. 4., seems to match the complexity of the waveform and, since it is non—di- 

mensional, it appears that it is closely correlated to the phonemic value of these 
vowels. The observation that the sudden change in voice effort during the stress 
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results in corresponding changes in the waveform12 makes it reasonable to suggest 

that the product (Cm) . 0;,(0) would be effective by digital evaluation of stress. 

The envelope form of IrI13 can be evaluated by the product factor of the envelope 

PL,… , the ratio between its value in the modulated and non-mudulated segments of 

the carrier vowel sound being greater or equal to 1,55. It is sugested that the most 

important acoustic eue of IjI is the slope SM) of the plot of pitch vs time,14 the ratio 

between the slopes of phones, IjI and IiI, with similar waveforms and amplitude 

envelope forms being found to be 7,5. 

Random System of Waveform Discrete 
Function random portrayal parameters 

variables 

xtm)‘ x‘cm) “x"— ap.-P.…— 
_ ) —  ___.._/ _ 

Fig. 5. Computing circuit of the process of statistical analysis of speech by w aveform. 

Q(kp “tm, tk)  

x* = ; “ m  

* Tm o 

_ m 

x? = au…—t) x? 

It has been shown recently that speech recognition is possible when a computer is 
presented with short samples of the acoustic waveform, the samples being processed 

without preliminary analysis.15 It is hoped that if a computer operates with the input 
speech wave according to the ideas set forth in this paper (Fig. 5), the efficiency of the 

process of mechanical recognition as well as the quality of its output would be impro- 
‘ved. ' 

“ Christov,P .,“Some Peeuliarities of the Bulgarian Vowels”, Bulgarian Language, 13, 23—27 
(1963), p. 26 (In Bulgarian. French abstract … Bull., Anyl.‚ Litt., Sci., Bulg., A. 1/1963 No 21)- 

13 Christov, P., “Experiment for Changing the Envelope Form of Vowels”, 5° C. I. A., Reports, 
1‘, Liège (1965), All. 

“ Christov, P., “Investigation Upon the Sonants in the Bulgarian Language”, Bulgarian 
Language, 14 32—39 (1964), p. 37 (In Bulgarian. French abstract' m Bull., Anal., Litt., Sci- ч 
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= “ Reddy, D. R. “Segmentation of Speech Sounds”, JASA, 40, 307—312 (1966). 
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